Vice Provost Dr. Julie Chen is pleased to announce the 2012 Joseph P. Healey, Public Service and Advancing Research, Scholarship and Creative Work (ARSCW) Seed Grant winners:

**From FAHSS:**

Stephanie Block (Psychology): “Understanding the Mental Health Needs of Incarcerated Youth”

Ashleigh Hillier (Psychology): “A Steampunk Art Program for Adolescent & Young Adults on the Autism Spectrum”

Mignon Duffy (CWW): “Emerging Scholars: Supporting Faculty Research through Student-Scholar Partnerships”

**From the Graduate School of Education:**


Phitsamay Uy (Education): “Evaluating and Disseminating The Preparing Excellent Teachers of All (English) Language Learners (PETALLs) – a University – K-12 School District Professional Model”

**From the Manning School of Business:**

Asil Oztekin (OIS): “Improving Organ Transplantation with Advanced Analytics“

Mehmet Berk Talay (Management): “Stock Market Reactions to Marketing Actions: Can they Predict the Future?”

**From the College of Engineering:**

Margaret Sobkowicz-Kline (Plastics Engineering): “Solution Stability and Processing of Organic Photovoltaics using Greener Solvents”

**From the College of Sciences:**